HEARlNG OFFlCER, CAREER SERVlCE BOARD
ClTY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 34-13

DEClSlON AFFlRMlNG DlSMlSSAl FROM EMPLOYMENT

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
DARRELL S. BOONE, Appellant,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBllC WORKS, SOllD WASTE MANAGEMENT
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

1. lNTRODUCTlON
The Appellant, Darrell Boone, appeals his dismissal from employment with the
Department of Public Works. Solid Waste Management Division (Agency) on July 5,
2013. for alleged violations of specified Career Service Rules, and Agency regulations.
A hearing concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer,
on November 19, 20 and December 4. 2013. The Agency was represented by Kristen
Merrick. Assistant City Attorney. while the Appellant was represented by Louis
Underbakke. Esq. Agency exhibits 1-5. 8. 10, 11, 13, 16-19. and 20-22 were admitted.
Appellant' exhibits D-G, I, L. M, U-W. and EE-II were admitted. The following witnesses
testified for the Agency: Richard Villa: the Appellant; Charlotte Pitt; and Lars Williams.
The Appellant testified on his own behalf during his case-in-chief, and presented
witnesses Ralph Gachler. Kenneth Padilla. and Arthur Padilla.

11. lSSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
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A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-60-B.,
C .. D., E.3.; J.; K.; L.; H.; Y.; or Z.

B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, whether
the Agency's decision to dismiss him conformed to the purposes of discipline under
CSR 16-20; and
C. whether the Agency's discipline was based upon unlawful discrimination on the
basis of race, color, sex. age or disability.
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During hearing, the Agenc y withdrew several foci claims. and the case was decided on these remaining claims: I.

whelher Boone mode false slatements during the course of the Agency's investigation: 2. whether he was aware of
illegal dumping occurring on Moy 24: and 3. whether he was obligated, but failed, to rep01t illegal dumping tha t
occurred on May 24. All equipment and safety violalions were withdrawn.
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111. Fl NOlNGS

Many of the pertinent facts were not in dispute. Boone was employed by the
Agency for 10 years. For the last two years he was a Heavy Equipment Operator (HEO).
HEOs ore afforded a large degree of independence, as their duties require them to be
away from their base. Boone was based at the Agency's Cherry Creek Transfer Station,
where trash is collected by City dump trucks, then transferred into tractor trailers for
transport to the City landfill. He was familiar with City and Agency laws and rules
against illegal dumping.
The Transfer Chute is located in on area of the Cherry Creek Transfer Station which
has a building housing a metal slide. Typically, City dump trucks unload trash onto the
floor in front of the slide. A front-end loader then pushes the pile into a chute which
guides the trash from the upper unloading level to a lower level where large transfer
trailers collect the trash for transfer to the City landfill. Small dump-trailers and fixedbed trucks bring loads which are dumped or hand-shoveled directly into the chute.
Either way, the unloading process is extremely noisy because the chute and trailer bed
ore steel and the drop from the upper level into the steel bed of the trailer is some 20
feet or more. [Villa testimony: Arthur Padilla testimony]. From about 5:00 p.m. until he
left the facility at 7:03 p.m., Boone sat at or near picnic tables just outside the transfer
chute building, talking with several co-workers. He walked down from the hill with coworker Eric Johnson and exited the CCTS gate at 7:04 p.m.
The morning of Tuesday, Moy 28, 2013 was the first work day for City employees
ofter the three-day Memorial Day Holiday. An employee discovered the trailer portion
of the tractor-trailer he was to drive that day, BZ 13, hod two flat tires. Operations
supervisor Richard Villa took the trailer out of service and rearranged work assignments
while the tires were replaced later in the day.
Another employee was assigned to fill BZ 13 and haul it to the landfill. He found the
trailer weighed 29.1 tons, significantly over its rated capacity of 20 tons. The employee
climbed up the side of the trailer and saw roofing material partially filling the trailer. He
informed Villa, who took pictures of the roofing material. then instructed the employee
to haul the transfer trailer to the landfill to dump it.
Villa informed his supervisor. Field Supervisor Dave Peachey about the trailer.
Together. they reviewed video recordings from the site, from the close of the business
day on Friday, Moy 24, through the holiday weekend. They determined the only
possible illegal dumping occurred ofter 5:00 p.m. on Moy 24. Charlotte Witt also
reviewed the recordings in detail. They observed the following from the recordings.
5:32 pm: unidentified person walks toward area where the transfer
tractor-trailers ore parked:
5:33: a transfer tractor-trailer is driven toward the transfer station chute:
5:53: a private white truck, with wooden side panels, enters the transfer
station and heads toward the chute area;
6:00: the white truck exits, without side panels;
6:26: a dark gray truck enters. It is pulling a trailer with a tarp covering a
bulging load;
6:32: a light gray truck enters the station carrying metal tools or materials;
6:43: one of the gray trucks is backed up to the chute;
6:46: one of the gray trucks leaves the chute:
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6:55: the dork gray truck leaves the station without a trailer;
6:59: Boone and a co-worker walk toward the gate;
7:02: the dark gray truck returns with a trailer attached and another load
covered by a tarp; it drives right by Boone and Johnson:
7:04: Boone exits the CCTS with Johnson.
In total. five loads entered the CCTS between closing 5:30 p.m. and 8: 11
p.m. on May 24. 2013. Boone remained on the property ofter the end of his
shift at 5:00 p .m. until he left the facility at 7:04 p.m. Three of the vehicle loads
entered the Transfer station during that period.
A friend and co-worker of Boone. Daniel Abeyta, confessed to the
Agency that he, alone. was responsible for the illegal dumping. [Exhibit M].
During his pre-disciplinary meeting, Abeyta explained he took one of the
tractor/trailers to the chute where he dumped roofing material in on attempt
to save some of the costs of reroofing his house. He specified Boone had no
involvement in the illegal dumping. Abeyta did not testify at hearing. The
illegal dumping on May 24 was the largest quantity of material ever deposited
illegally in or adjacent to the CCTS. [Pitt testimony; Williams testimony; Villa
testimony].
The Agency convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on June 20. 2013. Boone
attended without a representative. He stated he hod no knowledge of any activity
related to illegal dumping at the Transfer Station on Moy 24. and said he did not see
any trucks entering or leaving the facility.
lV. ANALYSIS
A. Jurisdiction and Review

Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-10 A. 1. a .. as a direct appeal of a dismissal.
am required to conduct a de novo review. meaning to consider all the evidence as
though no previous action hod been token. Turner v. Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo.
App. 1975).
B. Burden and Standard of Proof

The Agency retains the burden of persuasion. throughout the case. to prove
Boone violated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules. and to prove its
decision to dismiss Boone complied with CSR 16-20. Boone retains the burden of
persuasion to prove the Agency unlawfully discriminated against him. The standard to
prove a claim is by a preponderance of the evidence.
C. Career Service Rule (CSR} Violations
1. CSR 16-60 8. Carelessness in performance of duties and responsibilities.

CSR 16-60 A) and CSR 16-60 B), share similar elements of proof. They are
distinguished in that. under 16-60 B.. it is the Appellant's acts (performance). rather than
his omissions (neglect). which are reviewed. See In re Simpleman. CSA 31-06, 4-5
( 10/20/06). Thus. a violation under this rule occurs for performing poorly, rather than
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neglecting to perform, an important duty.
The Agency alleged Boone violated this rule for failing to document or notify a
supervisor about illegal dumping occurring on May 24. Boone answered he was
unaware of any wrongful activity occurring, and added there is no obligation to notify
management of illegal dumping.
First. since the Agency claimed Boone utterly failed to execute a duty, this alleged
violation falls under Neglect of Duty, CSR 16-60 A., rather than the sub-par performance
of a duty under this rule. For that reason alone, the Agency failed to prove a violation
of 16-60 8. In re Gutierrez. CSB 65-1 lA. 314/4/13). Even assuming this rule applied to
Boone's failure to report wrongdoing. the question remains whether the Agency
communicated to Boone an obligation to report illegal dumping.
None of Boone's PEPRs contain a requirement to report illegal dumping. [Exhibits
26-37).2 Villa testified the Agency informs employees at meetings. that no trash may be
dumped at the Transfer Station after hours. He had no record of Boone's attendance
at such meetings and did not remember if Boone was present when illegal dumping
was discussed. Villa referred to Agency rules which designate building materials as
"non-collectible." [Villa testimony; Exhibit 4-2). Villa did not distribute Agency
regulations to his employees and was unsure if Boone was aware of them. When asked
directly if the Agency has a regulation requiring employees to report illegal dumping
Villa answered no. [Villa cross-exam]. Villa also testified employees are "supposed to"
report illegal dumping, without referring to any particular rule. policy. regulation. or
order. [Villa testimony).
Charlotte Pitt. the Agency Manager, also testified Agency employees are trained
regarding illegal dumping. As Villa. Pitt did not allege it was mandatory for employees
to report illegal dumping. "We ask them to report suspicious activities," [Pitt testimony
!emphasis added}]. She acknowledged the Agency has no written policy requiring
employees to report illegal dumping or suspicious activities. [Pitt cross-exam]. Despite
her failure to state that reporting illegal dumping is a requirement. Pitt recommended
Boone's dismissal. in part, for failing to report it. [Pitt cross-exam].
Lars Williams, the Agency Director and decision maker in this case. did not know if
there is a written Agency policy requiring employees to report illegal dumping. He said
it was the Agency's expectation that employees should report illegal dumping.
[Williams testimony !emphasis added}}.
In summary. the Agency's witnesses uniformly testified employees are informed
about illegal dumping and that management has some expectation employees
should report such activity. However. the Agency failed to prove its expectation rose
to the level of a communicated requirement. The Agency also failed to establish
Boone was aware, or should have been aware. of such a requirement because no
minutes. notes, or attendance is taken at meetings; no one recalled telling Boone
directly; and Agency witnesses treated the topic as one of hopeful expectation rather
than as a requirement.
Agencies may impose and enforce verbal rules. policies and regulations. The
danger of verbal communication is proving notice by a preponderance of the
~ Moreover, Boone's PEPRs stated mandatory duties are marked with on asterisk, and none was marked
that stole or imply on obligation lo repbrt i legal activity. [See. e.g. Exhibit 30-5, top.)
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evidence - something that was lacking here. Adding to the Agency's difficulty in
proving its alleged verbal rule, the Agency habitually documented what it deemed to
be important communications. For example: (a) requiring Boone to submit proof of
illness [Exhibit 10-1 ]; lb) presenting him with written requirements for use of sick leave
[Exhibit 11 ]; (c) requiring Boone to sign for his receipt of Executive Order 94 [Exhibit 15-1
; 17); Id) requiring Boone to complete enrollment forms [Exhibit 18); le) documenting
Boone's receipt of Executive Order 112 [Exhibit 19] and; If) having Boone sign an
acknowledgment for his receipt of Agency written policies and rules [Exhibit 19-2].3
Boone's violation of CSR 16-60 B. was, consequently, not established by a
preponderance of the evidence. [See a/so discussion under CSR 16-60 J.. below].
2. CSR 16-60 C. Theft, destruction or neglect in the use of City property or property
of any agency or entity having a contract with the City.

The Agency implicated only the "destruction" portion of this rule, i.e .. the flattened
trailer tires. Williams testified Boone violated this rule because he knew "something was
going on" and "needed to address the issue in some way." [Williams testimony]. An
agency may not hold on employee liable for destroying property under this rule without
being able to answer "what property did the employee destroy, take part in
destroying, or cause to be destroyed?" Williams did not answer any of those questions
and the Agency did not identify such an answer in its other evidence. The trailer tires
were undoubtedly damaged by the excessive weight of the illegally-dumped roofing
material. but the Agency failed to tie that damage to Boone. No violation is
established under CSR 16-60 C.
3. CSR 16-60 E. Act of dishonesty, which may Include, but is not limited to .•. 1.
Altering or falsifying official records... 3. Lylng to superiors... with respect to official
duties, including work duties, disciplinary actions...

A violation under this rule is established by a showing Appellant made a knowing
misrepresentation within the employment context. In re Gomez. CSA 02-12, 4 15/14/ 12),
citing In re Mounjim, CSA 87-07. 6 ICSB 1/8/09). Boone testified he lied in his written
statement to his supervisor, [Exhibit 3,) concerning his whereabouts after hours on May
24. [Boone cross-exam). Except for clocking out at 4:53 p .m ., Boone admitted every
declaration in his written statement was false and he knew them to be false at the time
he made them.
On May 24-2013 I punched out at about 4:53 pm got in my car and
went home. Stop at the gas station about 5:05 pm got some gas
went home got home at about 5:30 pm let my dog out and started
cutting my grass until about 7: 15 ti\18:30 pm.
[Exhibit 3].
The subject matter of the falsehoods (i.e. stopping for gas, mowing the lawn) was
unimportant. The importance of Boone's false statements was they placed him away
from the CCTS at the time illegal dumping occurred on May 24. If Boone's statement
hod induced the Agency into believing he was off site at the time illegal dumping
occurred, the Agency would hove no basis to find he was involved in or aware of it.
Boone's admission of issuing a false statement to a supervisor, during the course of an
1 None

of these requires reporting of illegal dumping.
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investigation. establishes a violation of CSR 16-60 E. 1.. and 3.
Boone was dishonest a second time when. given an opportunity by Pitt to revise
his statement. Boone gave a false revision. 4 [Boone testimony]. Boone admitted a third
dishonesty when, in response to questioning by his attorney at hearing. Boone stated
I wasn't all the way truthful because the thing of it was using the
information ... when I hod gqt this [contemplation letter] and I started
reading this. and I started telling them about the trucks and stuff that came
in. I put all that stuff in there. because they was charging me with this. but
that's not really what I hod seen, so no, I wasn't telling the truth.
It [statements to the members of the pre-disciplinary meeting about my written
statement) wasn't [true] because. like I said. I wrote that statement 'cause I just
wanted to hurry up and get out of there. because I knew whatever they were
trying to pin, or whatever they were trying lo aim at, I hadn't did nothing wrong in
my mind. I knew I hadn't did anything wrong. And besides, like I said, I had some
more stuff that was on my mind, you know, besides fooling around with that.
[Boone cross-exam).
Boone subsequently claimed that none of his admittedly incorrect statements
violated CSR 16-60 E. because he was not working after 5:00 p.m. on May 24. His claim
fails lo raise a defense as the rule does not limit dishonesty on-duty communications.
His dishonesty was in communicating a falsehood to his agency under circumstances
making it evident truth was important. In a final pirouette. Boone claimed statements
he made during his pre-disciplinary meeting were truthful, ild], contrary to his sworn
assertion just before a recess in which he consulted with his attorney.
In addition. the Agency found Boone dishonest in claiming he sow and heard no
suspicious activities. including dumping after hours. [Williams testimony). Boone's denial
is suspect. The following facts and findings were pertinent.
a. Boone acknowledged he was at the picnic tables between 5:30 and 7:00 p.m.
on Moy 24. [Exhibit 14; Boone testimony).
b. The period from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. was after operating hours at the CCTS, so
ambient noise from other trucks and equipment would have been minimal or nil.
c. The picnic tables where Boone said he remained from 5:00 to almost 7:00 p.m ..
are 25-40 feet from the transfer chute.
d. The chute and the floor of the trailer 20 feet underneath it ore made of steel. so
materials dumped into the chute make a loud noise which is readily heard at the
picnic tables, whether or not the overhead doors ore closed. [Arthur Padillo
testimony).
e. At least three trucks, or trucks with trailers. entered the facility with substantial
loads and left empty between 5:30 p.m. and 7:03 p.m., the period when Boone
~ Boone ackno\\ h:dgcd Pitt olli:r~·d him an opportunity to rcvi~i: his carlicr ,t.ucmcnt and acknowli:dgc<l Pitt ..may ha,·i: said
·honcsty i~ imponanf.. when hi: folscly ~,ati:c.l he ld't the CCTS hy 5:30 (hi:fori: chi: illcgal dumping hcgan).
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was near the chute or near the exit.

f. There was no objective evidence the illegal dumping occurred anywhere other
than in the chute. Arthur Padilla testified with unrebutted authority that the trailers
captured on video which entered after hours on May 24 were dumping trailers,
capable of dumping their loads directly into the chute. He stated that, unlike
Boone's suggestion, there is no other place on the CCTS that such a quantity of
trash could hove been dumped. This credible testimony, in conjunction with
video evidence for the likely time of illegal dumping, refuted Boone's claim that
he heard no sound of dumping while he was at the picnic area between 5:00 and
7:00 p.m.
g. Boone said he had never stayed nearly that late after hours before; but, on
May 24, he remained on site for over two hours after he punched out, on the only
date, and during the hours that a record amount of unlawful, private dumping
occurred on site.
h. Boone stated he remained at the picnic area for two hours after closing just to
talk with friends, even though the picnic area smells bad from rotting refuse, and
even though Boone acknowledged they could hove met anywhere else.
i. Boone stated one reason he gave false information in his report about his Moy
24 activities was because he was worried about his terminally ill sister. "She was
getting worse and worse every week." However, Boone also testified he
remained on site for two hours after closing on May 24 because he planned on
going w ith Johnson and Abeyta to a strip club despite being distraught over his
terminally ill sister. [Boone testimony]. Boone did not mention his anguish during
the Agency's investigation, nor at his pre-disciplinary meeting, but raised it for the
first time in his pre-hearing statement.
j. Boone wrote a highly-detailed accounting of his May 24 after-hours
whereabouts, remembering nearly to the minute when he clocked out, his stop for
gas, letting his dog out, and mowing his lawn. [Exhibit 3}. When told he was seen
on video and given on opportunity to revise his statement, Boone then revised the
time he left the CCTS to just before illegal dumping began. [Exhibit 4); Exhibit 5).
k. During his pre-disciplinary meeting, Boone clearly remembered hearing the
front-end loader starting up after hours on May 24. [Exhibit 14). 5 At hearing,
Boone testified, he did not hear the front-end loader after hours on Moy 24, but
heard it only during operating hours. A recording of his pre-disciplinary meeting
was played back, during which Boone stated he heard the front-end loader after
hours. Nonetheless, Boone repeated he did not hear the front end loader after
hours on May 24. [Boone testimony].
I. Although a video recording of the area immediately inside the entrance gate
showed a truck and trailer traveling in the direction of entry from the gate and
fhe ,ignificance ofwhcther Ooone heJr<l th,; frnnt-..:n<l loaJ..:r alkr hours 1111 May 24 was r..:hit,;<l to the Agency·~ 1t.:,timony
that <lri\ers of the loader alway~ park it ut the ..:nd of the day in front of the entrance to the tipping tlonr for the cxprl.-ss purpose of
preventing illegal, ,itier-hours <lumping. If the front-end loadl.'T w..:rc lllO\ed. it likely would ha\e hccn hy an Agency Heavy
E11uipment Oper:awr. since the <lriwr would hJw to know where the k..:y is 1-.ept in the m,inager's otlice. an<l how to operate the
loa<ler. In addition. the obvious inti:rence of 1110\ ing the loader after hours M1ul<l he to en.ihlc illl.-gal dumping
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passing immediately in front of him on Moy 24, Boone stated he did not know
whether the truck was entering or leaving. [Exhibit 14].
In light of these facts and reasonable inferences. the Agency established Boone
heard dumping occurring at the transfer chute between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. on
May 24. His subsequent denial establishes a violation of CSR 16-60 E.
Boone testified the video evidence relied upon by the Agency did not establish
the three trucks/trailers entering the CCTS carried any material to dump. He testified
that. since the video showed the white dump truck had wood sides up when it entered.
and wood sides missing with an apparent empty bed when it left. that it was improper
to infer the truck was hauling a load when it entered. The circumstances make it more
likely than not the white truck was hauling material when it entered the Transfer Station
because: it was on site after operating hours on May 24; the trailer under the chute was
empty at the end of operations on May 24 and full of debris when operations resumed
the next business day; the amount of debris was far more than any one of the private
vehicles shown in the video could carry: there was no evidence of illegal dumping
anywhere other than the chute.
4. CSR 16- 60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor
or falling to do assigned work which the employee is capable of performing.
The Agency did not claim Boone failed to perform assigned work. thus only the first
phrase of this rule, failing to comply with lawful orders, applies here. A violation of the
first part of this rule requires a showing that a supervisor ordered a specific employee to
do something. or cease doing something. followed by the employee's failure to
comply.
The issue here is whether a supervisor directed Boone to report illegal dumping.
Even if the Agency proved it established a rule. policy or regulation to report illegal
dumping, a violation of such rule, policy or regulation falls under CSR 16-60 L. or Y, but
outside the scope of this rule. If a violation could be proven by an employee's failure
to comply with an established rule. policy or regulation, this rule would merely replicate
CSR 16-60 L. The Agency alleged Boone violated this rule in failing to report illegal
dumping to a supervisor. [Williams testimony] .
Williams testified his findings under CSR 16-60 J. were related more to Boone's
dishonesty. Williams acknowledged CSR 16-60 E was a more appropriate rule for such
findings. [Williams cross-exam].
Ralph Gashler, an Equipment Operator at CCTS came closest to stating
employees are ordered to report illegal dumping. When asked that question directly,
Gashler hesitated significantly, then said only "you should make someone aware of it."
Arthur Padilla hod the same hesitation as Gashler when answering whether there is
such a duty. "It was kind of an agreement." [Arthur Padilla testimony].
Gashler's testimony failed to establish that employees were ordered to report
illegal dumping. The Agency otherwise failed to establish that a supervisor specifically
directed Boone to report illegal dumping. Thus. even though Boone was aware of
illegal dumping, he did not violate this rule by failing to report it.
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5. CSR t 6-60 K. Failing to meet established standards of performance including
either qualitative or quantitative standards ...

The Agency withdrew its allegations under this rule. 6 This rule covers performance
deficiencies that may be measured by qualitative or quantitative standards. such as
those one would find in a performance evaluation (PEP). In re Castaneda. CSA 79-03.
12 (12/ 18/02).
6. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe wrltten departmental or agency regulations,
policies or rules. The Agency claimed the Appellant violated the following written
policies.
Public Works Rules and Regulations Governing ... collection of Household and Yard
Rubbish...
H. Non-collectible items ... building materials, demolition debris...

Despite the Agency's citation to the standard cited above. Williams testified the
standards Boone failed to meet under this rule were failing to advise a supervisor of the
misuse of equipment and the failure to meet safety standards. [Williams testimony].
Neither allegation relates to this violation. The Agency failed otherwise to present any
significant evidence that Boone was directly involved in the collecting or dumping of
the roofing materials deposited at the CCTS on Moy 24. This violation was not proven.
Assuming the Agency also alleged Boone failed to enforce the dumping
regulations cited above. the Agency failed. as stated previously. to establish
employees were obligated to report dumping of non-collectible items by others.
7. CSR 16-60 Y. Conduct which violates the Rules. the City Charter, the Denver
Revised Municlpal Code, Executive orders, or any other applicable legal authority.
Charter of the City and County of Denver
Chapter 48, Solid Waste
Article lV - Rubbish
Section 48.44 - 111egal Dumping

§48-44 (a) lt shall be unlawful for any person, in disposing of or removing any
6

While the Age111.:y apparently withdrew this claim, there remained signilil.:ant testimony elicited on the suhj"-ct. In the
event the Agency did not iutend to or did not withdr.iw this claim. the following ilnalysis applies. Inc Ag..:ney had claimed Boone
foiled tu meet PEr standards of foiling Ill n:port improper us..: of ..:quipm..:nt by others .md failure to meet sali:ty standards hy non•
cmploy..:'--s. [Williams 1estimonyl. Despite Williams' as.,..:ssmenl, Boone's rtr did not require him 10 repon violations of safety
rules hy oth..:rs. and the Agency failed to establish. by a preponderam:e of the evidence that such a policy was previously
o.:ommunicat..:d 10 Boone.
Insofar ,is the 1\gen..:y hcli..:v..:d Boone failed 10 meet an .igency slJndartl of r..:porting illegal dumping. that assessment was
not proven for reasons dedd1.-J ahove, under C'S R 16-(iO B. For the same rea~ons. the Agem.:y failed lo eslahlish a \ iolation
under thi, rule. The Agency's witness..:s unifonnly testified it w;1s th..:ir ..:xpeeiation that 1.'tnploye1.'S should report illegal
dumping. ha,ed upon training they rceeiv..:d in <1uarterly " Ruhbcr Meets the Road" meetings. [Villa testimony; Pitt testimony;
Williams h.-stimony]. 1l1e Agen..:y docs not take or prescr\'e au..:mlJnc..: re1:onb of those meetings. nie Appdlant assiduously
d..:nk-d there was such a standard. and Agcm;y sp..:cilks \\..:re sketchy. In ;1d<lition, line employ..:es were in1:onsis1ent in lhcir
r"-colle1:1ion of ,uch a standard. Ralph Gashlcr. an f-.t1uip111en1 Operator. testilied he has educated people attempting to leave trash
ju~l outside th..: facility. [Gashler testimony]. Arthur Padilla. a lnng-t..:nn I lcavy C:quipm..:111 Op..:raror. t..:scitied ther..: is "kind nf'
an agreement to r..:port illegal <lumping. hut added "no one followed through" on 1ha1 agr..:ement. (A. Padilla lestimony].
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trash to dump, litter, deposit or cause.to be deposited on any public or private
property other than those premlses lawfully designated for waste storage,
treatment or disposal. ...
(b) lt shall be unlawful to dump, litter, deposit or cause to be deposited
any trash except in accordance with the rules and regulations promulgated by
the manager of public works.

Williams testified he found Boone in violation of this rule for his part in permitting
the unauthorized use of Agency equipment to engage in illegal dumping, and for
permitting the violation of safety regulations. (Williams testimony; Exhibit 1-51. While the
evidence proved Boone was likely aware of illegal dumping, the evidence did not
establish that he partook in or otherwise "caused to be deposited any trash." Without
establishing this condition precedent, no violation is established under this rule. The
Agency withdrew its allegation of safety violations under this rule.
8. CSR 16-60 Z. Conduct prejudicial to the good order and effectiveness of the
department or agency, or conduct that brings disrepute on or compromises the
Integrity of the City.

To sustain this violation, the Agency must prove the Appellant's conduct caused
actual harm to the Agency's mission or to the City's reputation or integrity. In re Jones,
CSB 88-09A. (9/29/10).
While there is no doubt the Agency's trailer was damaged due to illegal dumping,
the Agency failed to prove it was Boone's conduct that caused the damage and
failed to prove the damaged tires harmed the Agency's mission or the City's
reputation/integrity. This violation is not established. Williams' testimony that the City
faced potential liability and harm from the illegal dumping was neither related to
Boone's conduct (failing to report and dishonesty), nor did it establish actual harm, as
required under CSR 16-60 Z.
V. APPELLANT'S DISCRlMINATlON CLAIMS

An inference of intentional discrimination is proven by showing an employee's
membership in a protected class, an employer's adverse action against him, and
evidence supporting a discriminatory inference. Boone claimed discrimination based
upon the following:
A. Race Discrimination

Boone testified when he asked Villa for time off, "it was like pulling teeth" and
"other guys had the same problem." [Boone cross-exam]. "I'm Black. I believe I've
been treated differently from other people, a little." (Id]. Other statements alleging
racial discrimination were equally vogue. Asked specifically about examples of racial
discrimination, Boone answered opaquely "it seemed there was different rules for
different people." He repeated the same assertion three times when asked specifically
if either Williams or Villa - his immediate supervisor and the decision-maker discriminated against him based on his race. Boone's assertions were insufficient to
prove his termination was motivated by racial animus. Asked a final time if Villa
discriminated against him based on his race, Boone answered Villa discriminated
against him for not granting him leave when he requested it.
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Boone claimed the Agency discriminated against him as a Black American, but
offered no evidence. Apparently, part of Boone's claim was based upon the Agency's
dismissal of co-worker Johnson who was also present during the illegal dumping on May
24; however, when Boone was asked Johnson's race, Boone refused to speculate and
he did not specify the race of those who discriminated against him.
Next, Boone asserted non-Black employees who were with him at the transfer
chute, or were on site on May 24, were not disciplined, however: Caucasian employee
Gashler had left the facility by the time illegal dumping began; Aguilar. Kenneth
Padilla, an Hispanic, was not disciplined, but also had left the facility before illegal
dumping commenced;. Padilla was on site during the illegal dumping, but was in the
repair shop, not near the chute; moreover, making it less likely he was aware of the
illegal dumping. Moreover, Padilla is not an Agency employee, and does not report to
the same chain of command as Boone; Abeyta is Hispanic. was present at the chute
area along with Boone and Johnson: Abeyta was also dismissed. but only after
confessing his role in the illegal dumping; Reed, a Caucasian, was separated from
employment after he was seen loading a City trailer with large personal items. Reed
was on on-call employee and was simply notified he was no longer needed and his
contract would not be renewed. In addition, Pitt was unable to identify Reed in any of
the 5/24 video. giving her no basis to terminate him for after hours dumping on Moy 24.
On a previous occasion. Boone was unable to renew his CDL, an agency
requirement. Rather than dismissing him. Williams granted Boone's request for a threemonth leave of absence to reinstate his CDL. [Williams testimony]. When rehired
Williams started Boone at pay step J although, as o new hire. Williams could hove
chosen step A. Once re-hired, Boone progressed quickly, with Williams' approval, from
Senior Utility Worker to Heavy Equipment Operator. Finally, Williams, along with Boone's
supervisors Villa and Pitt, agreed with Boone's request to raise his 2012 work review
rating. These actions were unlikely to emanate from a discriminatory animus.
Boone also asserted the Agency's decision not to select him for a pre-supervisory
training program in May or June of 2011 was discriminatory based on his race. He did
not file a claim of discrimination at that time; nor did he dispute the Agency's response
that he scored lower than the top 15 who were chosen for the program, nor did he
dispute the Agency's assertion that his poor score was based, in part. on low-scoring
recommendations that he provided. Moreover, Boone's safety record, another factor
in the selection process, was sub-par. [Pitt testimony]. As to Boone's contention that his
position was filled by a non-minority, Pitt replied she believed a new employee was
hired, but not to a position under Villa. Finally. Boone had never complained of
discrimination before his termination. In all, Boone failed to establish either direct or
indirect evidence of race discrimination.
B. Sex Discrimination
Boone acknowledged Lars Williams was the decision maker in his discipline. but
failed to provide any significant evidence9 Williams' disciplinary decision was directly
discriminatory against him based upon his gender. When asked directly whether
Williams discriminated against him based on his gender, Boone said "well. there's more
fo go along with it, but I'm gonna say yeah."
1

13oonc·s ,inly cviJcncc of gender-hased di,aimin:llion \\as hi,; cnndu,nry statement to that effect. Such condusory

,ratcmcnts fail to cst,thlish a cau,al wnncctinn hct\1cen an adverse agency ;u.:tion anll a protected status.
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C. Age Discrimination
Boone alleged younger employees were hired to replace him. First he failed to
establish anyone replaced him, and second. he did not know their ages. Moreover, he
acknowledged Johnson and Abeyta are likely younger than him and they were the
only other employees who were terminated for the 5/24 incident. Finally, Boone's
supervisors were unaware of his age. [Pitt testimony; Williams testimony. This claim
failed as Boone did not establish any element of his claim.
D. Disability discrimination.
Boone claimed he is disabled due to his high blood pressure. [Boone testimony].
His evidence of disability discrimination was his claim that a non-Agency nurse said
"inappropriate things to me." Villa intervened to insure Boone would not have to see
that care provider again. Pitt testified she became aware of Boone's high blood
pressure when he requested, and was granted. time off to toke care of it: however she
did not believe his condition was disabling, and Boone's absence occurred in 2011, too
remote to establish a link to Boone's termination in 2013. Williams testified without
rebuttal that he was unaware of Boone having any disability. [Williams testimony]. This
claim fails for lack of proof.
VI. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible.
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense,
an employee's past record. and the penalty most likely to achieve compliance with
the rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Severity of proven offenses

Heavy Equipment Operators such a Boone are entrusted to work with a great deal
of independence, and they operate vehicles each of which con cost several hundred
thousand dollars. Consequently, honesty is vital to the Agency's trust in HEOs' work
ethic and performance. [Williams testimony]. Boone violated that trust by being
dishonest about his awareness of illegal dumping. {Id]. Williams emphasized his main
reason for terminating Boone's employment was his dishonesty. [Id].

B. Post Record
Boone's past disciplinary record was free of any violations similar to those in the
present case. His record did not appear to affect the Agency's decision either in
mitigation or aggravation.

C. likelihood of Reform.
In light of the severity of the proven violation and those factors below, this factor
carries little weight.
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D. Additional factors

In the appeal of an agency's disciplinary decision. the Agency must establish that
the Appellant violated one or more Career Service Rules by a preponderance of the
evidence. The Agency's determination whether the Appellant violated a Career
Service Rule is not entitled to any deference and is reviewed de novo. In contrast. if
the Agency establishes the violation of one or more Career Service Rules. its decision
regarding the level of discipline enjoys a deferential standard: whether the level of
discipline decided was "clearly excessive." City and County of Denver v. Weeks,
10CA 1408. 19-20 (Colo. App. 2011 ): cert. denied Weeks v. City and County of Denver,
( I 2CS53 7/30/12).
Had Boone been employed in a different position. the decision-maker may have
viewed his violation of 16-60 E(3) less severely. Because of the importance the Agency
attached to honesty for HEOs. its decision. albeit based on a violation of dishonesty
only. was not clearly excessive, meaning its decision was not arbitrary and capricious.
nor based substantially upon considerations that were not supported by a
preponderance of the evidence. {/d].
VII. ORDER

A. The Agency's termination of the Appellant's employment on July 5, 2013, is

AFFIRMED.
B. The Appellant's claims of race. sex, age, and disability discrimination are
DISMISSED.
DONE January 9, 2014.

:1,____ ~.~J,FJ2

-

Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer
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